		The

Design/Build

				Philosophy
“It is simple–
we have one point of accountability
and one team.”

T

he cornerstone of Rick Shipley Custom

Homes is it’s commitment to the philosophy
of Design/Build. This brochure will explain
how Design/Build works – and why it is the
most efficient, simple, cost-effective and pleasant way to build a home.
Design/Build is a concept that combines the
many aspects of developing a home under one
roof. Since 1982 Rick Shipley Custom Homes has
built his business around this concept, with
over 400 custom builds completed.

Vision Statement: To be the most respected and sought after
residential construction firm whose culture, quality and customer care are unsurpassed in the industry.
–Rick Shipley

At Rick Shipley Custom Homes we strive to continue our growing reach and
influence in the residential marketplace.
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Custom Homes we call this “The Triangle”.
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architect/builder team will work together
throughout the design to maintain cost
controls. The architect can tailor the design
to budget; the builder can provide a bet-
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Without “The Triangle” concept in place,

cost. Clients become empowered to direct

the project’s opportunity for failure greatly

their investment where it most benefits their

increases. The knowledge of cost as a design

priorities and lifestyle.

O

ne Point of Accountability

If there is one consistent comment we hear from
our homeowners, it is that they never feel like
they are in the construction business during the
build cycle of their home. Rick Shipley Custom
Homes coordinates the home “curb to alley,” orchestrating all of our resources including architects, engineers, interior design, landscape architects, audio/video specialists, pool builders
and numerous others to ensure our homeowners that there is one point of accountability.

Builder involvement from conception is key. Our professional
consultation begins with homesite acquisition.

T

he working relationship that develops

early between the team and client is an equally
important benefit to the design/build process.
Mutual respect and confidence will establish a
good foundation for win-win solutions when
challenges arise. This will greatly enhance everyone’s experience.

A

t Rick Shipley Custom Homes, a quality

control team monitors the entire process for
the construction of about ten homes annually
in several exclusive communities throughout
the metroplex.

D Home Best Builder multiple winner since 2009.
This is a prestigious award for the top 2% of homebuilders in the North Texas area.

F

inancial accountability is highly important to Rick Shipley Custom Homes. During the

building process, we meticulously account for our homeowners’ invested dollars so there are
no financial surprises or misunderstandings upon completion of the home. Throughout the
process, we work with our homeowners to make sure they know where their investment stands.
The Rick Shipley Custom Homes experience is best told by our homeowners throughout the years.
In fact, referrals are a significant component of our new business.

Building the Vision Together...
Satisfied homeowners aren’t just our business –
They are our reputation.

Rick Shipley Custom Homes
Since 1982

214.773.6274
www.RickShipley.com
Rick@RickShipley.com

